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Abstract 
 
In this article we analyzed the problem of migration of labors from CIS to developed countries 
 
 
MAIN PART 
 
On measure of the development of 
globalization of international economy in 
world facilities constantly grow and scales to 
migration of the labor. 
In economic plan taking country (first 
of all developed) immigration profitable.  
In particular, broadly known 
contribution to intellectual immigration in 
development of the American’s economy.  
Known that received on market of the 
labor USA immigrants form: 
- a doctor of the sciences in the field 
of engineering and computer discipline that 
40%;  
- a teachers technical subject in high 
school 25%.  
On estimation, living in USA 
immigrants earned at the end of 2008 year 
more than 340 million $ per annum, paying 
beside 90 million $ as taxes. Now USA 
spends on social payment for immigrant 
annually order 5 billion $. 
The return, which provides this 
category of the people in purely money 
expression, more high.  
USA and country EU following a 
policy on attraction high qualified personnel 
are a centre of the attraction professional.  
  For period from 2000 to 2009 years 
USA has spared on formation and scientific 
activity not less 25 billion $.  
On many pulpit exact and natural 
sciences in USA’s university work the 
persons from countries C.I.S., including 
academicians and associate members by 
Russian Academy of Sciences. On available 
data, only in 2009 year from 100 the most 
known domestic scientists in the field of 
natural sciences 60 - a veins and worked 
overseas. Amongst émigrés are such 
prominent scientists, as academicians A.A.   
Abricosov and R.Z. Sagdeev. 
Much specialists on IT from India, 
China and C.I.S. in the field of information 
technology, biology,  and computer 
technology work in company of the Silicone 
valley, other technological park of the 
country.  
At the beginning initially at XXI 
century in USA was even founded 
Associations Russian-language specialist in 
the field of software and computer 
technology.   
  On official service data of the 
immigrations and naturalizations USA, in 
2009 year lives more than 3 thousand 
specialists with higher educations. Real 
numeral if bear in mind work on contract, on 
order above.  
The other prime example mainly 
positive influence to immigrations on 
economy of the country - an Israel, 
conductive goal-directed politician of 
attraction in country jaws with the whole 
world. In additional due to immigrations 
scientific and high calcification personnel an 
Israel ranked along the most developed in 
economic and research attitude state. The 
Ukrainian emigration, as well as emigration 
from countries C.I.S., has played in this 
exclusive role in USA, EU.  
As for countries-donor of the 
consequence to emigrations in general and 
intellectual in particular? The positive 
moment are a financial transactions   
workmen- immigrations its family, as well as 
certain payments in budgets of their own 
countries. On available data, in row of the 
events of such transfer reach the more 
observable values.  
So, scales translatable income have 
formed at the beginning initially XXI century 
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for Pakistan - more than 3% of National 
Gross Value, Bangladesh - 4%, Jamaica - 
over 5%, Shri-Lanki - 6,2%. In the opinion of 
expert, the translation, for instance, in Egypt 
income émigré in amount 2,8 billion $ 
stimulated creation additional gross product 
of country for amount of 6,8 billion $ that has 
formed 16% gross product of country.  
In 2009 official money orders beside 
200 billion $ transferred to developing 
countries that vastly exceeds the amounts 
international technical help this country, 
amounts portfolio investments and nearly is a 
volume of the attracted capital in the form 
direct investment.  
During 1970- 2009 amounts of the 
arrival of the money orders in the world 
(mainly from developed state in developing 
countries) increased in 13 once then amount 
migrants - only in 2.3 times.  
Thereby, transfers of money orders 
on essences form separate forming 
international market of the capital – 
migration‘s capital. Its amounts possible to 
characterize as incomes emigrations, which, 
with minus of the expenses on their stay in 
country job placement, move on native land 
and are used for increasing economic and 
social level of living native and close, 
developments local territory and countries as 
a whole.  
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